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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

At the request of the Defense Civil Preparedness Agency (DCPA), the

Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA) authorized DASIAC, the Department of De-

fense Nuclear Inflo'mation and Analysis Center, to conduct a study of

airblast and thermal effects from nuclear weapons,

The DCPA requested that the study:

s 1. "Describe the environment produced by a nuclear detona-
tion at various regions circling ground zero. Specifi-
cally, mention the possible synergistic effects of air-
blast and nuclear thermal radiation."

2. "Describe the manner by which these regions may be modi-
fied by individual and mass fire effects during various
time periods after detonation."

3. "Relate (1) and (2) to actual observations made of nu-
clear detonations and natural disasters."

AI of the above items could not be addressed within the constraint of

a low levc-1of-cffort. In particular, mass Fire phenomena and effects

are not included in this study. Mass fires seem to require a different

K type of analysis in which a study such as this could be used as an in-

put, Actual observations of nuclear explosions and natural disasters

arc included only indirectly whcn they were used as parts of the analy-

sis in the references used in this study.
t'

The work was done largely through a review of germane reports avail-

able at DASIAC. The major sources of information included reports pub-

lished by DNA, Stanford Research Institute (SRI), the Illinois Institute

of Technology Research Institute ([ITRI), and URS Research (URS). Be-

cause of the survey nature of the study, only a limited amount of origi-

I nal work was done, mostly in the form of analyzing and synthesizing

other investigators' results into forms suitable for presentation.
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The alrblast environment and effects are addressed in Section 2.

rhe airblast phenomena are described. Vulnerability levels of types

of buildings and their major components (roofs, walls, etc.) to airblast

are summarized, and a height-of-burst (i-OB) is chosen which maximizes

thu region around ground zero that would be subject to relatively high

overpressures for structural damage (5 to 10 psi). Many of the results

are not especially sensitive to HOB and the analysis could be repeated

for other 11Oi1s if desired. The airblast environment is illustrated and

airblast damage zones are defined and displayed as a function of weapon

yield and distance from ground zero for typical urban areas and for

single-family residential areas.

Section 3 addresses the thermal radiation environment and effects.

The th•crmal radiation phenomena are described and the thermal environ-

meat is illustrated in terms of radiant energy and also as multiples of

an index of fire potential, the "critical ignition exposure" (CIE) of news-

paper. A technique is described which permits the fraction of structures

burned up (not including mass fire spread into areas where primary ignitions

have not occurred) to be displayed as a function of weapon yield and dis-

tance from ground zero, Results of previous studies are used to apply the

technique to single-family residential areas. Information needed to apply

the technique to other types of areas appears to be lacking.

The combined effects of the airblast and thermal environments on

single-family residential areas are analyzed in Section 4. (Other

types of areas can be analyzed by the techniques described if the neces-

sary input data are available). Possible modification of the aLrblast

environment and effects by the thermal pulse are examined. The signi-

ficance of airblast blowout of initial ignitions and the creation of

airblast-induced secondary fires is analyzed and illustrated. Other

effects of airhlast which affect the local spread of fires are dis-

cussed.

Section 5 contains the conclusions and recommendations of the

author. The major conclusion is that for many conditions of interest

I4



to the DCPA (megaton weapon at moderate height-of-burst, generally clear

atmospheric conditions, and U.S. single-family residential areas), air-

blast may blow out initial fires so as to significantly reduce the

fraction of homes burned up in areas suffering a relatively high degree

of burnout; but areas of lesser fire damage (25-40 percent burnout) are

unaffected because they are beyond the range at which it is assumed

airblast overpressure is sufficient to blow out fires. Airblast blow-

out of fires becomes relatively more significant at lower weapon yields.

other conditions of interest to other agencies (e.g., a tactical

nuclear engagement, a European theater of operations, or a MIRV attack

on U.S. cities) require data and analysis tailored to the specific

situations.

At
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SECTION 2

AIRBLAST ENVIRONMENT AND EFFECTS

AIRBLAST PHENOMENA

The blast or shockwave in air (airbiast) propagating from a nuclear

explosion (burst) in the "free field" (that is, in the absence of re-

flecting surfaces) is characterized by an initial increase in pressure
over ambient pressure accompanied by air flow (wind) in the direction

of wave propagation. The initial pressure rise at the shock front. is

extremely rapid=-ideally instantaneous, though real-gas effects result

in a shock front of finite width. The characteristics of the air

flow behind the front are directly related to shockwave overpressure

and are usually described by the "dynamic pressure" defined as pup/2,
where P is the density behind the front and u is the flow velocity.

Behind the shock front, overpressures and dynamic pressures decrease

with time, returning to ambient pressure following, a negative phase

where the "overpressure" falls below ambient and air flow reverses

direction.

The airblast from a burst that takes place above the ground surface

(an airburst) reflects from the ground, initially undergoing "regula•l"

reflection (in which the shockwave pattern consists of two shockwaives,

an incident and a reflected wave), and at greater distances from ground

zero undergoing "Mach reflection". In Mach reflection the reflected wave

of regular reflection propagates faster through the air heated by the

passage of the incident shockwave and "catches up" and "fuses" with the

incident wave to form a stronger airblast with a sharp rising shock

front and airflow generally parallel to the ground surface, i.e., a

Mach stem.
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The thermnl pulse from an airburst, which propagates essentially

at the speed of light, will always arrive before the airblast, Over

many types of ground surface, the interaction of this pulse with the

r round so modifies the air above it that the later arriving airblast

changes form considerably. The front is no longer sharp but rises

slowly to a smaller value of peak overpressure, forming what is called

a precursor wave. As discussed in Section 4, no precursor iH; expected

to form for the conditions of interest to this report.

AIRBLAST EFFECTS ON BUILDINGS

When airblast strikes, for example, the wall of a building, re-

flacted waves are formed and the pressure on the wall builds tip almost

instantaneously to a value which is usually at least double the inci-

dent peak overpressure, depending on the magnitude of the airblast and

its angle of incidence with the wall. Rarefaction waves frow the edges

of the building and from open or broken windows or doors propagate in-

to the region of high reflected pressure, and reflect and re-reflect

from each other in a complex pattern. This has the effect of reducing

the overall pressure on the wall, albeit with sonic substantial oscilla-

t tion, while the airblast proceeds to encompass the entire building.

If the duration of the airblast is long enough and the walls of

the building do not immediately collapse, pressures on upstream walls

of the building become smoother and decrease to values somewhat larger

than the incident overpressure (the difference being due to the wind

loading; that is, the contribution of dynamic pressure), and pressures

on downstream faces attain values somewhat lower than incident over-

pressure. During this time, of course, air flow has been entering

the building through open or broken windows and doors and, if strong

enough, this air flow can cause considerable damage by destroying

partitions, throwing furniture about, etc., inside the building.

7
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Building walls, and most structures, fail because of the effects of

overpressure. Some structures and structural elements - chimneys, build-

ing frames and the like-are enveloped so quickly by the airblast that

the primary force tending to cause fai lure is, that from the blast wind

or dynamic pressure. However, if a precursor is not formed, the shock-

wave has a "near-ideal" shape where there is a fixed relations.hip be-

tween dynamic pressure and overpressure at the shock front. It i.s thus

possible, for those cases in which dynamic pressure is the principal

damaging agent, to state the overpressure that will generate a particu-

lar level of dynamic pressure, and thus a particuLar level of damage.

By this means, only a single blast parameter, peak overpressure, need

be used as an index to relate damage to airblast characteristics. That

is the approach adopted here,

Various authors and investigators have evaluated and categorized

airblast damage to buildings, and building componecnts in different ways,

making comparisons among them somewhat difficult. In addition, re-sults

of different studies sometime disagrcc. General patterns arc, discern-

ible, however, from which it is possible to de.scribe broad categories

of damage and relate these to peak overpressurus.

Reference I and Glasstone (Reference 2) categorize structures

as overpressure sensitive or dynamic pressure sensitive, and then pre-

dict the average values of these pkarameters which will produce "light"

(requiring minor repairs), "moderate" (requiring major repairs), or

"severe" (collapse or near-col lapse) damage to types of bhui tlings.

These references are primarily interested in overall damage and do not

cover in a comprehensive manner the vulnerability of building components

such as roofs or walls.

Predictions of loading and response of building components are

primarily based on observations of airblaat damage to buildings at



Hiroshima and Nagasaki, nuclear and high-explosive field tests involv-

ing building components and entire buildings, and shock tunnel and other

laboratory tests. Analytical and computer code techniques have been

used to predict and verify empirical results. Reference S gummarizes

the results of shock tunnel experiments on wall panels, including pro-

loaded and arched wall panels, at URS Research Corporation (URS).

Stanford Research Institute (SRI) has produced a series of reports

describing the development of mathematical models and computer codes

dealing with structural failure, such as Reference 6.

In an SRI study (Reference 7), the failure criteria of various

building components and the composite structure are estimated subject-

ively, based on the judgment of people experienced in nuclear airblast

damage experiments and analysis. Results are presented for a variety

of building types for various probabilities of failure, The damage

measure used is the value of peak overpressure which will produce a

certain probability of defined component failure, even though that

component may fail due to dynamic pressure or combined dynamic pressure

and overpressure.

The results of airblast damage to residential dwellings by nuclear

and high-explosive experiments have been summarized by (IRS in Refer-

ence 8. Although the variety of dwelling types and incident airblast

parameters of interest are limited, these tests furnish direct em-

pirical data regarding the vulnerability of full-scale Western-type

residences to airblast. (Extensive fire damage tended to mask the

separate effect of airblast on residential structures at both Hiroshima

and Nagasaki.)

Table 1 summarizes the broad conclusions of the above refercnced

reports. It must he emphasized that the values in Table I are intended

to represent a general concensus of a majority of studies and investi.- J,

gations of structural failure. They may be questioned in detail, how-

ever, because not all sources are in agreement. For example, values

of ov!rpressure for particular levels of damage from References I and 2

S~9
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are generally higher than those from the latest tests. Also, for

1 example, exterior walls of similar buildings, or even in the same

building, may fall at greatly different peak overpressures, depend-

ing on construction techniques and the particular materials used,

as discussed in Reference 9.

AIRBLAST PEAK

OVERPRESSURE LEVELS

For so-called "near ideal" conditions that do not give rise to pre-

cursor effects, Figure 1, known as a height-of-burst (HOB) chart, shows

the relationship between HOB and ground distance (the distance from

ground zero) scaled to a 1-kt weapon that would give rise to shockwaves

with p'trticular values of peak overprersure in the 1- to 12-psi over-

pressure range. Figure I can be applied to other weapon yields by

multiplying all distances by the cube root of the weapon yield in kilo-

v tons. The dashed line shows the boundary between conditions for the

occurrence of regular reflection anJx Mach reflection.

As can readily be seen, a burst condition at the knee of any of

these curves maximizes th,, ground area subjected to that value of peak

overpressure. For examp. e, the area subjected to an overpressure of

about 1 psi from a burst at an 14OB of about 1,500 feet/kt1/3 would be

about 3.4 times as large as that from a burst at ground level. No

single HOB will do the same for all overpressures; "optimum" burst

heights shown on Figure 1 alone range from about 700 feet/kt 1 1 3 for

12 psi to 1,500 feet/kt 1 3 for 1 psi.

For this report, an HOB of 800 feet/kt 1' 3 will be used, principally

because it appears to be the best HOB for overpressures of about 5 to 10

psi and produces 2-psi overpressure at a distance of about 90 percent of

the maximum. Based on Table 1, Mach stem peak overpressures of about

5 to 10 psi arc sufficient to heavily damage or collapse all but the

strongest urban buildings, while a large amount of damage will be

caused by overpressures as low as 2 psi. Also, a review of Refer-

ence I indicates that this -101B is low enough to create a well formed

Mach stein to produce near-maximum dynamic pressures for most types of

Sl11
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- buildings. The broad conclusions drawn in this report, however, are
Snot especially HOB sen3itive; either higher HOBs (for weaker structures)

- or lower HOBs (for stronger structures) will load to similar conclusions

as long as the structure is subjected to airblast from a well formed

Mach stem with flow essentially parallel to the ground and not to the

double "incident-reflected" shock combination characteristic of the

regular reflection region. In the regular reflection region airflow di-

rection changes, first being toward the ground, then away from it.

Some structures at Hiroshima relatively near ground zero survived to

show evidence of strong vertical forces, indicating that they were in

the regular reflection region.

Since overpressure distances scale as the cube root of the ener-

gy yield (at least in the absence of precursors), Figure 1 can be re-

drawn for a particular scaled HOB to show the dependence of peak over-

pressure on weapon size and ground range. This is done in Figure 2

for the chosen HOB.

AIRBLAST DAMAX- ZONES

The results of Table I can be further summarized into damage zones.

Table 2 is this author's specification of damage zones to urban areas

in general, based on interpretation of Table 1. Based on Table 2, the

peak overpressure levels of 2 to S psi and 5 to about 10 psi appear

to be critical zones. Damage is relatively light or moderate below

2 psi; most residences will be demolished and most high-rise buildings

will be stripped of their walls at overpressures between 2 and 5 psi;

stronger structures will be heavily damaged at overpressures between

5 and 10 psi; and only the strongest buildings will survive overpres-

sures greater than approximately 10 psi.

Figure 3 is the result of applying Table 2 to Figure 2. Although

Figure 3 may be suitable for illustrating airblast damage to urban areas

in general, the damage categories are not sensitive enough to illustrate

damage to different types of urban areas. For example, residential

I13
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areas will be virtually demolished by overpressures which will only
slightly damage many monumental-type buildings. Table 3 is this author's

specification of damage zones for single-family residential areas, and

Figure 4 is the result of applying Table 3 to Figure 2. A similar pro-

cess could be followed for other types of urban areas.

Table 3. Summary of airblast damage to single-family residences.

Peak Damage
Overpressure Category Damage Description

Less than 2 psi Light Windows, doors, light interior parti-
damage tions, and light masonry walls will

fail, but the structural integrity of
most residences will not be endangered.
Roofs and building frames, and load-
bearing walls will suffer only super-
ficial damage.

2 to 3 psi Moderate Building interiors will be severely
damage disrupted and walls and roofs of some

residences will fail or be damaged to
the point of collapse.

3 to 5 psi Heavy Most single-family residences will
damage collapse. Only the strongest resi-

dences will survive overpressuresgreater than 5 psi.

Greater than Near- Virtually all single-family5 psi complete residences will be collapsed.,destruction

17
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SECTION 3

THERMAL RADIATION ENVIRONMENT AND EFFECTS

The effects of thermal radiation and the resulting fires in urban

areas are analyzed in thi- wction without considering the effects of

airblast which may modify the thermal effects. The synergistic effects

of airblast and thermal radiation and fires are addressed in Section 4.

THERMAL RADIATION PHLNOMENA

A large proportion of energy from a nuclear airburst is liberated

as a short pulse* of thermal radiation which propagates radially from

the nuclear fireball at tie speed of light, far faster than the air-

blast wave. As it passes through the air, the intensity of the ther-

mal pulse is attenuated at a rate dependent, though not strongly so,

on the clarity of the air. It is scattered by clouds or fog, and

either scattered or absorbed by smoke, depending on the constituents

of the smoke.

The "free-field" (no opaque obstructions within line-of-sight of

the fireball) "radiant exposure" (total amount of thermal radiation

per unit area) on the ground is a complex function of the weapon yield,

HOB, distance to the burst, and properties of the atmosphere. Ref-

erence I presents parametric relationships and describes a procedure

from which values of radiant exposure can be calculated for given

sets of conditions. For the chosen 1OB of 800 feet/ktI/ 3 and gener-

ally "clear" visibilities of 16 miles**, Figure 5 gives values of

* Actually, the effective thermal pulse is preceded by an initial pulse
of very short duration. The duration of the effective thermal pulse
from a low airburst varies from approximately I second for a i0-kt burst
to 30 seconds for a 10-MT burst.
** Within broad limits, the amount of thermal radiation received at some

distance from a low airburst, on a generally clear day is not strongly
affected by atmospheric visibility. At distances one-half the visual
range, a variation of only about 35 percent occurs for visibilities
ranging from 10 to 50 miles (Reference 2).

19
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2
radiant exposures in calories per square centimeter (cal/cm2) which

correspond very closely with those calculated by the detailed method

of Reference 1.

An object can be shielded from thermal radiation by interposing an
opaque material between it and the radiation source. (Airblast passes

around solid objects, and airbiast shielding of one object by another

is far less effective than thermal radiation shielding.) In the ab-

sence of thermal shielding, opaque objects such as buildings, furniture

and clothing will partly absorb and partly reflect the thermal energy

incident on them. The energy absorbed raises the near-surface tempera-

ture of the objects and if enough is absorbed, can ignite combustible

materials. A given combustible material will ignite at a certain aver-

age level of radiant exposure called the "critical ignition exposure"

(CIE). Different samples of the same type of material will have differ-

ent ClEs, depending on (I) the characteristics of the material, pri-

marily thickness, color, and moisture content (thin, dark-colored, or

dry materials ignite much easier than thick, light-colored, or damp

materials) and (2) the rate of delivery of the thermal energy which is

a function of the weapon yield.

Short thermal pulses from low-yield weapons appear to be more

"efficient" in igniting materials than the much longer pulses from large-

yield weapons, in that the short pulses require a smaller total energy

to ignite a given material than do the long pulses. This conclusion

can be misleading however. For example, if 25 cal/cm2 is the CIE of a

particular material exposed to thermal radiation from a 1-NIT burst,
2approximately S0 cal/cm would be required to reach the CIE of the same

material when exposed to thermal radiation from a 20-MT burst. Never-

theless, as shown in Figure 5, a 20-MT weapon produces the higher re-

quired level of thermal energy at approximately twice the range as for

a 1-MT weapon. Thus, increasing the yield of a weapon increases

the distance at which a given level of thermal damage can occur.
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INDEX OF THERMAL DAMAGE

The information in Figure 5 can be used to display thermal damage

zones by use of an index which directly relates radiant exposure to the

CIE of materials for various weapon yields.

The majority of interior meterials which may be ignited when exposed

to nuclear thermal radiation are types of cellulose (Reference 3). [•e

CIEs of various building and household materials of interest are shown

in Figure 6. It can be seen that the CIEs of most materials vary with

weapon yield roughly in the same manner as does newspaper, although dark

cotton and rayon, two of the commonest household materials (Reference 13),

appear to deviate most from this relationship. As indicated in References

1 and 3, the CIE of newspaper has been used in the past as an index of

fire potential. Therefore, the CIE of dark-printed newspaper text (line
#2 in Figure 6) has been chosen as the index of thermal damage in this

study. The CIlEs of other materials can be expressed as a multiple of

the CIE of dark-printed newspaper text.

Figure 7, based on Figure 6 and radiant exposure calculations from

Reference 1 (similar in value to those shown in Figure 5) , shows radi -

ant exposures in the form of multiples of the CHii of dark-text ne11W.

paper as a function of weapon yield and ground distance from ground

zero. Because such multiples can be broadly related to CIEs of a wide

variety of materials, it is assumed that all weapon-yieid/grouad-rýzigt

combinations on the same line correspond to equal thermal damage, i .e.

the lines are "isodamage" lnes.

THERMAL RADIATION EFFECTS
ON URBAN AREAS

The incendiary effects of nuclear weapons on urban areas have been

a subject of concern for years. Numerous studies and experiments have

been conducted regarding ignition of combustible materials (fuels), sus-

tained burning and spread of fires within structures, and spread of fire

between structures. [The Role of Fire in Nuclear Warfare (Reference 3)

summarizes the state-of-the-art in this area and indicates the complex-

ity of the problem.] It is exceedingly difficult, if not impossible, to
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quantify and generalize the results oý such studies so that the results

An can be applied to predict, with accuracy and confidence, the initial and

ultimate thermal effect of a nuclear weapon on a city under a particular

set of circumstances, Comprehensive models have been developed by both

IITRI and URS, but these are much too detailed for the purposes of this

study. (Also, for certain conditions, they appear to lead to inconsistent

2 results.)

As with airblast damage, however, certain broad conclusions can be

drawn from earlier studies of the fire problem that can lead to a rela-

tively simple prediction technique.

1 Before proceeding further, the influence of the chosen HOB on ther-

mal effects should be analyzed. Nuclear thermal effects usually become

significant at distances where the free-field thermal energy is one to

two times the CIE of dark-text newspaper provided (in the absence of

strong atmospheric scattering of thermal energy) the HOB is high enough

to expose a sufficient fraction of windows to full view of the fireball.

Under the assumptions of Figure 7 (an HOB of 800 feet/ktl-3 and "clear"

,, atmospheric conditions), the elevation angles of a 30-MT, I-MT and 104kt

burst are 9.50, 10' and 14.5', respectively, at distances where the free-

field thermal energy is 1.5 times the CIE of dark-text newspaper. Based

on Figure 8 (a plot of calculations by SRI to determine the probability

of exposure of interior fuels as a function of elevation angle to the

detonation point, assuming specitic window and room dimensions and equal

distribution of interior fuels in a horizontal plane two feet above the
floor), the chosen HCB is near the optimum for exposing interior fuels

to thermal radiation from low-kiloton weapons, and the probability of

exposure is not greatly below optimum for megaton weapons. Therefore,

although the HOB of 800 feet/kt 1 /3 was chosen for maximum airblast effect,

it is also a reasonably good choice from the standpoint of maximizing
thermal effects.

One method of estimating nuclear thermal effects in urban areas

basically involves two key steps: (1) relating free-field thermal ra-

diation levels (from Figure 7) to the percentage of structures which
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S

are likely to burn as a result of the initial ignition of interior fuels,

and (2) estimating the degree to which an area is burned out as a func-

tion of the percentage of structures which are Initially ignited,*

I Among the detailed studies that have been made of the effects of

nuclear weapons on urban areas was one sponsored by what is now the
Defensive Civil Preparedness Agency (DCPAj known as the Five-City

Study. In this study the cities of Boston, Detroit, Albuquerque,

San Jose and Providence were assumed to be the subjects of attack with

megaton-range weapons, the burst conditions of which were strictly spe-

cified (even to the hour and minute of the day). Areas of these cities

were surveyed in detail and many effects of these attacks were studied.

The detailed analyses related to San Jose are particularly germane to

this report because the assumed atmospheric conditions and HOB conform

closely to those used in this report and a relatively large amount of

survey and analyzed data have been published.

Figure 9 summarizes the results that apply to single-family resi-

dences in San Jose, and shows that there would be a large proportion of

significant residential fires at distances where airblast damage would

be expected to be light to ,noderate. Figure 10 shows the results of

applying the URS fire model to the Fivu-City data for sialgle-famiily

residential areas in San Jose. The fraction of residences having sig-

nificant initial ignitions as a function of distance shown in Figure 10

corresponds closely with the probabilities of a significant fire in a

single-family residence shown in Figure 9.

It is of particular interest that Figure 9 shows the relationship
"of the free-field radiant exposure, the CIE of newspaper (dark-printed

text), and the probability of a significant fire in a single-family resi-

dence and that Figure 10 relates the fraction of homes initially ignited

*The remainder of this report is restricted to analysis of single-
family residential areas. Results or previous studies have not been
found which could be applied to other types of urban areas; but if and
when such results are available, such urban areas can be analyzed by the
technique described in this report.
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YIELD; S MT
BURST HEIGHT: 14,500 FEET

VISUAL RANGE: 22 MILES

PROBABILITY OF I OR MORE SIGNIFICANT FIRMS IN I BLOCK, %

PROBABILITY OF SIGNIFICANT FiRE IN 1-FAMILY RESIDENCE,%

'iji "I 1 , _ I

FREE-FIEL RADIANT EXP OSURE. CAL/ CM'
; I : 1 : 1 ....i_

RADIANT EXPOSURE RELATIVE TO NEWSPAPER IGNITION THRESHOLD
Lia i l I. I.! ! I 1 .l

PEAK OVERPRESSURE, PSI *

BLAST DAMAGE TO WOOD-FRAME HOUSE
.. . . .I . .I ...t _ i -... .. i I - I ...... I I - I _

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28

DISTANCE F ROM GROUND ZERO (miles)

Figure 9. Summary of predicted damage to San Jose, California,
in a nuclear attack.
(Source: Five-City Study; Reference 1.)
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to those finally burned up.* Although these results are based on2l on

residences and burst conditions in San Jose, these relationships should

apply in general to other single-family residential areas under generally
1/3clear atmospheric conditions and HOBs in the vicinity of 800 feet/kt

The solid lines in Figure 11 are a plot of the relationships shown In

Figures 9 and 10 in terms of the chosen index of fire potential, the CIE

of dark-text newspaper. The "final burn"t line of Figure 11 was then

used along with Figure 7, to construct Figure 12 which shows thermal

damage levels for single-family residential areas in terms of percentage

of houses burned up as a function of weapon yield and distance from

ground zero.

Relationships between initial ignitions and final burn other than

those of Figure 10 and relationships batween fireball thermal radiation

and the probability of a significant fire other than those of Figure 9,

could be used to estimate thermal damage levels, if circumstances so

warrant. For example, if a high potential for fire spread is assumed

(e.g,, a windy day), only 20 percent of initial fire starts (rather

than about 50 percent) might be sufficient to assure 90 percent burnout.

In this case, Figure 11 indicates that the critical level is, about 2.5

times the CIE of newspaper, and Figure 7 can then be used to find the

yield/distance combinations that correspond to 90 percent burnout.

Similarly, if the number of initial fire starts differs significantly

from that given in Figures 9 or 10 (which could occur for a number of

reasons, e.g., a different fuel density in a different city, early fire

* The top line of Figure 9 shows the probability of one or more signi-
ficant fires in a hypothetical block of 20 houses, based on the proba-
bility of a significant fire in a residence. However, this does not
indicate the overall fire hazard. A block may contain one or more
significant fires, but unless the probability of fire spread is suf-
ficiently high, only a small fraction of houses may be burned out.
Also, "finally burned" in this report includes only houses involved in
the first few fire-spread generations and does not include houses burned
up as a result of the subsequent movement of mass fires.
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Figure 11. Fraction of single-family residences initially ignited and finally
burned up. (Based on data from San Jose Five-City Study as
shown in Figures 9 and 10.)
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L

fighting efforts) the relationship between initial fire starts and

' final burn shown in Figure 11 (derived from Figure 10) can he used to

determine the effect of the change. If it is assumed, for example, that

k the number of significant initial fire starts is reduced by a factor of

two (shown as the lower dashed line in Figure 11), and that the re-

latlonship between initial fire starts and total burn Is maintained

(e.g., 10 percent initial fire starts always produces 48 percent total

frburn whether the 10 percent is the total initial ignitions or is the

result of extinguishing one-half of the initial ignitions which other-

wise would have resulted in 20 percent initial fire starts), the final

burn would be as shown by the upper dashed line of Figure 11.

It can be seen that the two-fold decrease in initial fire starts

significantly reduces the fire damage, whether viewed as a reduction

in the percentage of houses finally burned up at a given range from

ground zero or viewed as a decrease in the area subjected to a given

level of thermal damage. For example, at a distance where the free-

field thermal radiation is 2.2 times the CIE of newspaper, the fraction

of houses finally burned up is reduced from approximately 50 percent to

approximately 35 percent (a reduction of 30 percent). The 50 percent

burnout level now occurs where the free-field thermal energy is ap-

proximately 2.7 times the CIE of newspaper, which corresponds to a

reduction in range of approximately 10 percent to 15 percent and a

reduction in area of approximately 20 percent to 30 percent. Similarly,

the 90 percent burnout level would be reduced to approximately 70 per-

cent, a reduction of 22 percent. Note that now there is no 90 percent

total burnout range; the maximum burnout achieved, as shown in Figure

11, is slightly greater than 70 percent.

The percentages shown in parentheses in Figure 12 are the per-

centage of houses finally burned up assuming one-half of the initial

fire starts are extinguished. Under this assumption, each of the iso-

damage lines now corresponds to a smaller percentage of houses finally

burried up.
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SECTION 4

COMBINED AIRBLAST AND THERMAL DAMAGE

The nuclear weapon airblast and thermal radiation environments and

effects on buildings have been summarized independently in Sections 2

and 3. Figure 13 is a direct overlay of Figures 4 and 12 and illustrates

the relative importance of airblast and thermal effects on singlc-family

residential areas without considering synergistic effects.

Figure 13 suggests that, for weapon yields greater than about 50 kt,

thermal damage at particular ranges tends to be more severe than air-

blast damage. With a weapon yield of 1 MT, for example, at a range of

about 38,000 feet airblast damage would be characterized as light to

moderate while thermal damage would lead to burnout of 50 percent of

houses (which subjectively, seems more severe). Similarly, at a range

of about 33,000 feet airblast damage would be characterized as moderate

while thermal damage would result in a 75 percent burnout. Finally, at

a range of about 28,000 feet airblast damage would be characterized as

moderate to heavy, while thermal damage would result in some 90 per-

cent of houses burning up, essentially a complete burnout. Had the

parenthetical percentages of Figure 12 been used, the same general con-

clusions would be drawn from Figure 13 except, of 6ourse, that the

moderate to heavy airblast damage would have to be compared with a 70

percent final burn.

In other areas with higher fire spread potential (areas of multi-

family dwellings, for example), the potential for thermal damage (were

there no blast effects) would be even greater than the potential for

airblast damage (were there no thermal effects).
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* INFLUENCE OF THERMAL RADIATION
ON AIRBLAST DAMAGE

The thermal pulse from a nuclear weapon precedes the airblast and,

under certain conditions, can create a precursor to the airblast shock

front. Sudden heating of heat-absorbing ground surfaces, such as

asphalt or dusty surfaces, can cause vaporization of volatile materials

and throwing of hot particles into the air above the ground surface.

The airblast shock front propagates faster through this heated layer of

air, causing the airblast overpressure to rise less sharply and to reach

a lower peak value than would be expected for "near-ideal" conditions.

At increasing distances from ground zero the effects of a precursor

are diminished.

Although precursors are not well understood, the available irfor-

mation from Reference 1 indicates that:

1. For a scaled NOB of approximately 650 to 800 feet/kt1/a, an

airblast precursor may form if a "nonideal" thermal surface

(particularly asphalt) exists; but a precursor should not

form for an HOB greater than 800 feet/kt1/3 (the height

of burst used in this study).

2. If a precursor is formed, it dissipates at a ground distance

where the peak overpressure is approximately 8 to 10 psi.

Beyond this distance the airblast reverts to near-classical

shape,

Also, the ground surface of urban areas is broken up by buildings and

covered with large amounts of heat reflecting surfaces such as con-

crete, which should inhibit the formation of a precursor.

For the above reasons, a precursor is not expected to exist for

conditions of interest in this study, i.e., an MOB of 800 feet/kt 1 / 3 ,

an overpressure range of interest which is primarily beyond the range

* of a possible precursor, and "near-ideal" ground-surface thermal con-

ditions typical of urban areas.
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Although the surfaces of buildings will be heated and may ignite,

it does not seem that buildings should be significantly weakened by

fire due to the effects of thermal radiation during the relatively

short time period between arrival of the thermal pulse and airblast.

For a nuclear weapon in the range of 1 to 30 megatons, the thermal

pulse arrives at, for example, the 2-psi overpressure range only 30 to

90 seconds ahead of the airblast, For P. lower-yield weapon this time

t interval is even shorter.

In summary, for the conditions of interest in this report, the

thermal pulse from a nuclear weapon should not significantly modify the

airblast environment or effects of the airblast.

r INFLUENCE OF AIRBLAST

ON DAMAGE BY FIRES

Under some conditions, airblast can have a direct effect on fire

damage by modifying the number of initial fire starts. Airblast also

can have more indirect effects on fire damage by creating airblast

damage which may affect the spread of fires and the ability to fight

fires.

Extinguishtut.nt of Primary
I Fires by Airblast

-There have been only two programs specifically designed to study

the effect of airblast on fires, although it was obsernod during field

tests that airblast appeared to affect "primary ignitions" (fires

caused by the thermal pulse from a nuclear weapon). The first specific

work in the area was done by Tramontini and Dahl (Reference 14) in 1953

using sma'l quantities of forest kindling fuels and an impulsive air

shockwave created by bursting a diaphragm sealing a pressurized tank.

While they observed that shockwaves were less effective in extinguish-

ing fires in material that smoulders (like punk, which sometimes

bursts into flame well after passage of the wave), they also found

that fires in lighter materials (weathered ponderosa pine needles,

madrone leaves, cheat grass, crumpled newspapers) were completely ex-

tinguished by passage of the wave. Though somewhat difficult to
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,Interpret because their flow conditions well behind the shock front

differed from those behind classical shockwaves, their results suggest-

ed that relatively high overpressure shockwaves (generally greater

than S psi) would be required to put out most fires.

The conditions of their tests were so different from those in ur-

ban areas, however, that the effect of airblast on urban area fires

started by the thermal pulse of a nuclear weapon was a matter of con-

troversy for many years. In 1970, Goodale attacked the problem di-

rectly by carrying out a test program under conditions much closer

to those in an urban area subjected to a nuclear attack (Reference

10). Tests were conducted in a shock tunnel with a tost section

large encugh (8.5 x 12 feet) that a full-sized room could be installed,

and the room could be furnished with real furniture. It was configured

in a number of ways (as an office, a living room and a bedroom). The

contents were ignited as they might be from a thermal pulse, and one

of the room's walls, designed not to collapse and equipped with a win-

dow opening, was struck by shockwaves of approximately 1.1, 2.4 and

4.9 psi peak inLident overpr3ssures. Both large and small window open-

ings (51% and 14 .4P of the wall area) were used.

Far more movement of the room contents occurred with the small

window opening than with the large opening*, but Goodale found (for

both window openings) that shockwaves with incident overpressures of

2.4 and 4.9 psi extinguished all flames; shockwaves with incident over-

pre: sutres of about 1.1 psi did not. Thus, at a threshold level some-

where between 1.1 and 2.4 psi, airblast waves become very efficient ex-

tinguishers of primary ignitions, although the Tramontini and Dahl

findings that smouldering fires frequently reignited were confirmed.

t In both cases, the shockwave reflects from the wall, and the reser-
voir of hot high-pressure air caused by the reflection generates a
strong flow, or jet, through the opening. With the small opening,
pressure due to the reflection process stayed higher for a longer
period of time. With the large opening more than half the shockwave
simply passed through the opening into the room.
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I Goodale also studied the effects of his findings on the probability

of generating sustaining primary fires, assuming that overpressures

above 2 psi extinguished flaming combustion while overpressures below

1 2 psi did not extinguish flames. His results for residential occupancy,

plotted as a function of peak overpressure, are shown in Figure 14.
* (Commercial and industrial occupancies were similarly examined.) Note

I on Figure 14 that with windows uncovered, at overpressures above about

2 psi, the airblast strongly affects the probability of sustained sires,

reducing it over most of the range by about a factor of 2.

The plotted effects for covered windows appear to be even more

spectacular, with decreases of probability by a factor of 3 or more at

higher overpressures and no fires predicted for overpressures of 2 to

4 psi. This occurred principally because, at the time of these tests,

Goodale's model of fire generation from burning curtains (without con-

sidering the capability of a blast wave to extinguish the fires),

assumed that the burning -curtains would be flung into the room upon

- arrival of the blast wave. In a subsequent (1971) study, however, he

1 found that the conditions for 4his to happen were very critically de-

pendent on the burning time of the curtains and the time of airblast

* arrival (Reference 15). If the blast arrived too late, the curtains

would already have burned through and dropped to the floor. The blast

wave wo,'Id not deposit them on furniture in the room, and thus cause

fires. The time during which ignited curtains could cause fires by

being tratsported into the room (either burning or smouldering) was

brief enough that Goodale suggested it would be misleading to depend

on an increase in the probability of room fire due to curtain fire if

only blast transport, not blast extinguishment, were taken into account.

Goodale's results were incorporated in the IITRI fire model along

with other modifications to update the code (Reference 16). The modi-

fied code indicated that primary fires would be reduced by a factor as

large as 5, with most of the reduction caused by airblast blowout of

primary ignitions.
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Figure 14. Probability of primary fire starts in urban interiors, as
a function of overpressure, residential occupancy.
(Source: Reference 10.)
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£ a Figure 15, derived from the solid lines of Figure 11, shows the

reduction in the fraction of residences finally burned up assuming that

VU airblast greater than 2 psi peak overpressure blows out enough initial

I ignitions to reduce by a factor of 3 the number of residences which

would otherwise initially burn. (Note that high-yield weapons do not

p reduce fire starts as much as lower-yield weapons. This is because

higher-yield weapons produce a larger fraction of initial ignitions

beyond the 2-psi overpressure range, where it is assumed they cannot

be blown out.)

Figure 13 (which shows the independent effects of airblast and fire)

was modified by the data in Figure 15 to derive Figure 16, which shows

the shifts, toward ground zero, of the 10 percent, 25 percent, 50 per-

cent, and 75 percent burno•ut ranges due to airblast blowout of two-

thirds of the initial fire starts. Figure 16 indicates that airblast

blowout of fires becomes relatively more significant (1) at lower weapon

f yields and (2) at higher levels of thermal damage, and that the degree

of improvement is somewhat subjective, depending on the levels of

thermal damage and the weapon yield as illustrated in the following

example for a 1-W burst.

For example, for a I-MT burst, airblast blowout of initial fires

reduces the maximum burnout from about 92 percent to 69 percent, a

reduction of 25 percent. At approximately 34,000 feet the burnout is
reduced from approximately 60 percent to 47 percent, a reduction of
20 percent, and the 60 percent burnout line now occurs at approximately

31,000 feet, a reduction in area of approximately 15 percent. At ap-

proximately 37,000 feet the burnout is reduced from approximately 50

I percent to 44 percent, a reduction of approximately 12 percent, and

the 50 percent burnout line shifts to 35,000 feet, a reduction in area

of approximately 10 percent. Beyond approximately 40,000 feet, where

the burnout is 40 percent or less, there ý no reduction in fire damage

since the initial fires occur beyond the range at which it is assumed

- they can be blown out (2-psi overpressure).
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Figure 15. Fraction of single-family residences initially ignited and finally
burned up, assuming airbiast of 2 psi or greater blows out ignitions
to reduce initial fire starts by a factor of 3.
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Plots similar to 1s and '6 can be constructed for other initial

conditions, and Figure 14 suggests the desirability of doing so. In

his analysis of the effects of airblast on fire, Goodale used as a

base of departure a calculation of the probability of fire qtarts in

essentially the same manner as that given by Martin (Reference 3).

This calculation includes consideration of the numbers of various types
of fuels in rooms, the probability that each type of fuel would be

exposed, and the probability that the exposed fuels would result in

room "flashover'", a significant fire. 'As shown in Figure 14, the

maximum probability of primary fire starts that Goodale found for resi-

dential occupancy was approximately 0.3, assuming uncovered windows and

no synergistic airblast effects. (For the Five Cities Study, probabili-

ties derived from fuel content survey values given by Martin range from

0.32 for single-family residences in San Jose to about 0,76 for certain

single-family residences in Providence.)

Goodale's maximum probability is just over one-half of the maximum

used to derive Figure 15. Thus, a similar figure based on Goodale's

results could be derived from the dashed lines of Figure 11. This has

heen done in Figure 17, anJ that figure has in turn been used to derive

Figure 18.

Comparison of Figures 17 and 18 with Figures 15 and 16 indicates

the importance of assuming a smaller fraction of initial ignitions.

Whereas the 40 percent burnout line in Figure 16 is unchanged by air-

blast from a I-MT weapon, the 40 percent burnout level in Figure 17 is

reduced to 31 percent, an improvement of 25 percent and the maximum

burnout is reduced from 70 percent to 50 percent, an improvement of

38 percent.

In summary, while airblast blowout of fires in areas of relatively

high thermal damage may significantly reduce the degree of final burn-

out, particularly for the case of relatively low-yield weapons, areas
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of lesser thermal damage may be relatively unaffected, particularly

in the case of megaton-yield weapons.

Secondary Fires

Secondary fires are those that result from airblast damage. Their
r causes include overturned gas appliances, broken gas lines, and elec-

trical short-circuits. McAuliffe and Moll (Reference 17) studied

secondary fires resulting from the atomic attacks on Hiroshima and

Nagasaki and compared their results with data from conventional bomb-
ings, explosive disasters, earthquakes, and tornadoes. Their major con-

clusion was that secondary ignitions* occur with an overall average fre-

quency of 0.006 for each 1000 square feet of floor space, provided air-

blast peak overpressure is at least 2 psi. The frequency of secondary

ignitions appears to be relatively insensitive to higher overpressures:

Table 4 summarizes their findings on secondary ignitions as a function

of type of building, type of occupancy, and time of day.

Table 4 indicates that secondary ignitions will occur in I percent

to 3 percent of typical wood or brick houses with 1500 square feet of

floor space. In Figure 19, a constant 2 percent is added to the primary

(initial) fire starts shown in Figure IS, for areas within the 2-psi
overpressure range where airblast can start secondary fires. Figure 19
indicates that secondary fires contribute little to the overall fire

problem caused by megaton weapons. For example, for a 1-MT weapon the

radiant exposure which would eventually result in 50 percent burnout

(after reduction of significant primary fires by a factor of 3) shifts

from a newspaper CIE of approximately 2.5S to 2.25. This results in

only a small increase in the area subjected to 50 percent burnout or

greater. At the lower yields and lower levels of burnout secondary

Mc7uliffe and Moll sometimes used the terms "fire" and "ignition"
interchangeably; but their results are apparently presented for igni-
tions which will cause a flaming area about the size of a folded

I newspaper, some of which will not result in significant fires.
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OL Table 4. Factors for celculattng secondary, -gnitions,

(Source; Reference 170)

FREQUENCY OF SECONDARY IGNITIONS AS A FUNCTION OF PUILDING TYPE*

Type of Structure Frequency of Secondary Ignitions
(for each 1,0oo sware feet of floor area)

Wood 0.019

Brick 0.017
Steel 0,004
Concrete 0.002

MULTIPLYING FACTOR FOR TYPES OF BUILDING OCCUPANCIES

Type of Occupancy, Multinp] yiD2 Factor

Public 0.4

Mercantile 0.5
Residential 0.5

Manufacturing 1.0

Miscellaneous 10.0

MULTIPLYING FACTOR FOR TIME OF DAY

Time of Day Multip!i ng Factor

Night 0.5
Day (other than
mealtimes) 1.0

Mealtimes 2.0

E : Frequency of secondary ignitions in 1,500 square-foot
wood residences during daytime equals

0.019 x 1.5 x 0.5 x 1.0 = 0.0142

secondary ignitions per residence.

* Based on surveys of Hiroshima and Nagasaki buildings.
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fires become relatively more significant, Por example, for a lO-kt

weapon, secondary fires may cause the 25 percent burnout isodamage line

to shift bark approximately midway between the 25 percent burnout range

eftremes representing no blowout of fires by airblast and blowout of

two-thirds of the significant primary fire starts.

Other Synergistic
Effects of Airblast

The thermal pulse precedes the airhlast hut some thermal radiation

continues to be emitted from the fireball after the passage of the air-

blast wave. For large, megaton-yield weapons at distances where the

overpressure is in the vicinity of 5 psi or greater, the thermal radia-

tion emitted following passage of thn airblast wave is sufficient to

ignite some combustible materials exposed by the airblast wave. How-

"ever, the incidence of fires within these distances is so high that the

contribution of primary fires following the airblast should not be

significant.

Airblast has a number of effects on the spread of fires. Airblast

modifies buildings in a number of ways that permit fire to spread

faster. Building interior furnishings are disrupted, debris is created,

and additional combustible surfaces are exposed to provide fuel. Win-

dows are broken permitting more oxygen to reach the flames. The faster

burning fires burn hotter and broken windows in adjacent buildings

allow more radiant energy from the fires to shine on interior furnish-

ings. Debris between buildings may speed fire spread, Airblast also

inhibits the ability to fight fires. Fire-fighting equipment may be

damaged and personnel may be injured by airblast effects. Debris may

block entry of fire trucks. The water supply may be cut off due to

broken water mains and damaged pumping stations. Communications will

be disrupted. Fire fighting by property owners will be inhibited by

injuries or preoccupation with rescue or escape efforts, Methods of

quantifying the significance of these effects have not been found.
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r SECTION 5

LCONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The summary in Table I of the vulnerabilities of buildings and

building components to airblast permits one to select an HOB and define

airblast damage zones for urban areas. The HOB chosen in this study

(800 feet/kt1 maximizes the area subjected to peak overpressures of

S to 10 psi and produces 2-psi overpressure at near maximum range.

However, the broad results of this study are not strongly dependent on

the chosen HOB or definition of dhaage zones; other valts can be

used,

Curves and plots have been found in the literature that permit

thermal damage in areas of single-family residences to be directly re-

lated to certain weapon parameters. Similarly available information

has not been found for other types of areas (multi-family residential,

commercial, etc) but when it is available, simple relationships among

thermal damage, weapon yield, and ground range (for various heights of

burst) can be derived with a relatively modest effort using the methcd•

in this report.

These methods, which make use of an "index of thermal damage" (the

CIE of dark-text newspaper w, chosen) involve first developing a re-

lationship between the index and weapon yield and range for a particuiar

height of burst (as in Figure 7); then relating the index to the frac-

tion of initial fire starts in an area (as in Figures 9 and 11); and

finally relating the fraction of initial starts to the fraction of

j structures ultimately burned out in the area (as in Figures 10 and 11).

The methods include techniques for determining certain synergistic

effects of blast on initial fire starts (Figure 15), and the
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construction of plots of blast and thermal damage as a function of weap-

on parameters (Figures 13, 16, and 18),

Based on the assumptions and techniques used in this report it is

concluded that, for most weaVon yields of strategic interest, a burst at

a moderate height-of-burst with generally clear atmospheric conditions

will produce thermal effects which subjectively seem more severe than

airblast effects; e.g,, for a I-MT burst, approximately 25 percent to

40 percent of single-family residences will burn up at a range where

the airblast peak overpressure of 2 psi will create light to moderate

airblast damage. Extinguishment of initial fires by airblast reduces

the severity of the fire damage and the reduction becomes relat~ively

more significant for (1) smaller weapon yields and (2) areas of higher

degrees of fire damage. Whether or not the degree of improvement is

greatly significant is a matter of subjective judgment. For example,

for the case of a I-MT weapon yield and single-family residential areas

in which one-half of the residences would burn up, alrblast blowout of

initial fires may reduce the fraction of burned-up homes by 25 percent

to 35 percent, which seems significant. For hightr levels of thermal

damage the percentage of reduction of fires is relatively greater; how-

ever, areas where 25 percent to 40 percent of the residences could be

expected to burn up are beyond the range where it is assumed that air-

blast from the I-MT weapon could blow out fires.

It must be emphasized that such conclusions should not be accepted

wholeheartedly without recognizing the high degree of uncertainty in

the data and the analytical results. General conclusions regarding

airblast/thermal phenomena and effects on. cities may be completely

dominated by the circumstances which apply to any one specific situa-

tion. For example, an overcast day or a day with a high degree of

relative humidity would probably produtce significantly different

results. A different theater of operation or a different scenario,

such as a tactical nuclear engagement in Europe or a MIRV attack, re-

quires data and analysis tailored to those circumstances.
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The contribution of secondary fiias created by the airblast to the

total fire damuge is insignificant for megaton yield weapons. However,

in the case of low-yield weapons such ,econdary fires may contribute a

significant fraction of fires in areas of relatively light or moderate

t fire damage and can be analyzed as shown in Figure 19,

The various steps used to evaluate theraal damage in this report
i incorporate a number of a~sumptions, but evaluating the sensitivity of

the entire process to these assumptions was beyond the scope of this

study. Areas in which additional information is needed were found.I These included areas in which available sources were contradictory or

in which pertinent information had not yet been developed.

Among tht- more apparent areas which should be explored are the

following:

1. Methods should be developed for quantifying the effect oZ

blast damage on botih fire spread and the degradat.;n of fire

fighting capabilities. (No such information was found in the

K •course of this study.)

*,2. Better data are needed on the relationships between thermal ex-

exposure and probability of initial ignitions, (Contradictory

* data were found,) Also, the effect of factors such as Federal

regulations requiring fibers to be fire-resistant should be

analyzed.

3. Information is needed on the effects of long duration blast

waves on firl. extinguishment. (Available information is from

experiments with flow durations similar to those of 0.05 kt

weapons and below.)

4. Fire-spread information for areas that do not solely consist

of single-family residential structures was not readily avail-

able, (The various models available could probably be used to

derive information similar to that shown in Figure 10.)
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.5 The relationship between airblast magnitude and duration and

extinguishment of fires needF to be more accurately determined.

Using a fire-extinguishment threshold other than 2-psi peak

overpressure might significaitiy alter the results of this study.

t. The sensitivities of the process used to determine thermal

damage to such factors as the choice of CIE of newspapers as

an index of damagr; burst and atmosphere conditions; and methods

for calculating both initial fire start. and blast extinguish-

ment of these initial fires, need to be established.

7. The fire spread and blas-t-fire interaction models used should

be modified wherever possible to incorporate knowledge derived

from realistic experiments.

8. Most of the studies of nuclear airblast and fires in urban areas

are based on a scenario of a single 1-MT to 5-MT weapor exploded

at a low HOB or even at ground level. Other scenarios and situ-

ations should be analyzed. For example, a MIRV-type attack on

U.S. cities would produce significantly different results from

those for a single large-yield burst. Windows and screens

attenuate incident thermal energy by approximately 50 percent

and if they are removed by airblast the area of significant fire

starts due to thermal radiation from a subsequent burst might be

more than doubled. The analysis of a tactical nuclear engage-

ment in a European theater of operations is of considerable

interest. Data should be gathered which pertain to such a

scenario and analyzed in the context of the different weapon

yields, HOBs, weather conditions, and civilian environments

which apply.

However, before any detailed analysis or extensive data collection

effort is initiated, a perspective is needed on the factors which are

likely to dominate any given scenario. For example, to what extent does.

the movement of mass fires dominate? There is little purpose in analyz-

ing initial ignitions and the local spread of fires in detail if it is
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likely that mass fires will develop and spread beyond the range of

initial ignitions. As another example, to what extent are scenarios

dominated by atmospheric conditions? Most of the analyses are for quite

clear atmospheric conditions and assume that only materials within line-

of-sight of the fireball can ignite. It would be of considerable inter-

eat to have a perspective on the likelihood of occurrance of cloud cover,

rain, smog, snow on the ground, etc., and the resulting modificatirn. uf

the thermal effects. Ignitions due to scattered radiation should be in-

cluded in such analyses.
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